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How a Universal Definition May Shape the Looming Climate Refugee Crisis
by Alexandra Haris

Climate change is an undeniable phenomenon threatening the existence of humanity. Natural disasters and other environmental changes lead to lost homes and jobs, causing more people to be displaced. International organizations with special legal status, as well as individual countries, are obligated to develop potential solutions. One such entity with particular responsibility is the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The UNHCR aims to protect refugees and administer the 1951 Refugee Convention (“the Convention”), which lays out refugees’ rights and creates global legal obligations for refugees’ protection. The Convention’s definition of refugee fails to include persons internally and externally displaced by climate change, and thereby prevents individuals displaced by climate change from receiving refugee status and qualifying for protections under the Convention. This Article explores the weaknesses of the UNHCR’s current definition, illustrates the current definition’s deficiencies through the case of Ioane Teitiota of Kiribati, and shows how the definition must expand to ensure equitable treatment.

The Convention currently protects individuals displaced by a fear of persecution due to race, religion, nationality, or political opinion. No mention of environmentally displaced refugees means this class falls outside of the Convention’s scope. Moreover, it is unclear if the UNHCR views the climate crisis as severe enough to warrant a definition that would protect refugees who are displaced by environmental disasters. In fact, just a decade ago, the UNHCR stated the inclusion of climate refugee terminology could “potentially undermine the international legal regime for the protection of refugees whose rights and obligations are quite clearly defined and understood.” However, the issue the UNHCR appears fearful of could be resolved if it clearly defined “climate refugee.”

To clearly define “climate refugee,” the Convention should provide a singular, universal definition to replace the various definitions that currently exist. A singular definition for climate refugees has been difficult to create because of competing ideas of who
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qualifies, ranging from narrow to broad definitions. A narrow definition focuses on identifying those individuals who arguably need the most help because they have lost their home, for example, but it excludes individuals who suffer from lost livelihoods. Conversely, a broad definition would guarantee coverage for every individual who has been displaced due to the consequences of climate change.

**I. Ioane Teitiota and the Case for a Broad Definition**

An example of the need for a broad definition of climate refugees is Ioane Teitiota. Teitiota is from the Republic of Kiribati, a Pacific island submerging under water due to rising sea levels caused by climate change. In 2015, two years after Teitiota applied for asylum based on forced displacement from climate change, the New Zealand High Court rejected his application, holding that he does not fall under the Refugee Convention’s definition of “refugee.” That same year, Teitiota’s father filed a complaint with the UNHCR, which subsequently issued a statement that rising sea levels threaten life and necessitate a broadening of refugee law.

To prevent the perils to Teitiota and others in similar positions, the universal definition of climate refugees should include a wider range of climate-related threats to livelihood. A potential broad definition of a climate refugee is a person who must leave their home, either temporarily or permanently, due to climate change disturbances that have either destroyed their home or seriously impacted their quality of life.

The first element may seem inconsequential, yet it would have a major impact on climate refugee classification. “A person who must leave their home,” includes individuals who must migrate to stay alive or must migrate to retain their basic livelihood. This variance is essential and would be consistent with how other refugees are encapsulated within the Convention’s definition. The Convention states that refugees can be protected if they have a “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of . . . political opinion.” Including persecution for political opinion in the Convention’s definition illustrates the breadth of issues that the Convention covers. While seeking refuge from political persecution could be a matter of life or death, it may include “well-founded” fears based on evidence of persecution. It is analogous to allow individuals displaced by climate change to qualify for basic protections under international law because they also have a well-founded fear of the ramifications the changing environment may have on their livelihood.

A second important element of a broad definition is “temporarily or permanently.” Climate change increases the frequency of mega-storms and rising sea levels that deplete natural resources and result in submerged cities, scorched forests, and arid towns. More frequent and intense rates of disasters, “might
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lead to both temporary and permanent decisions to migrate.”23 While one environmental catastrophe may lead to permanent inhabitation of an area, another may create damage that only requires temporary leave.24 Additionally, this adoption would be consistent to the protection offered to other refugees, such as protections against forcible returns to home countries while there is a threat of persecution.25 Political refugees may have a well-founded fear of persecution based on their political opinions that may only be a temporary fear.26 Therefore, to accompany climate refugees fleeing distinct disasters and remain consistent with its protection of other refugees, the Convention must include “temporarily or permanently.”

Lastly, the definition must include, “destroyed their home or seriously impacted their quality of life.” This is essential to ensuring the Convention allows individuals whose lives have been seriously impacted by climate change to satisfy the definition. Specifically, it includes those who may still have their homes but no longer have a source of income due to changes in the land or surrounding topography.

II. Looking to the Future

As climate change progresses, the UNHCR must provide protection to the increasing number of individuals who are affected. The international legal framework provides a starting point to create a universal, broad definition of “refugee” to include individuals displaced by climate change. This proposed definition would also provide agreed-upon terms that could be implemented in the 1951 Refugee Convention, the main determiner of who can have refugee status and protection.27 With this, climate refugees would have the basic rights and protections that other individuals with refugee status have under international law.

While there are many hurdles to overcome regarding climate refugees’ lack of protection, including the UNHCR’s explicit refusal ten years ago to list persons displaced by climate change as refugees, mindsets appear to be changing as the crisis becomes more urgent.28 However, until the international legal framework incorporates a singular, universal climate refugee definition, climate refugees will continue to lack basic protections.
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